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A beautiful tribute to the glory of the original Pennsylvania Railroad StationDuring the first half

of the 20th century, the original Pennsylvania Station was one of New York City's grandest

landmarks, a palace in the middle of Manhattan. William Low's glorious illustrations pay close

attention to detail while still encompassing the large-scale grandeur of Penn Station.Old Penn

Station follows a very specific piece of New York City history, but it's not just a New York book.

The author's research carefully addresses the whole history of the building, from construction

to destruction, ending with an acknowledgment of its lasting legacy in terms of historical

preservation. Spaces can be powerful, and Old Penn Station honors one particular powerful

space which is sure to engender discussion about other historical buildings and monuments all

across the nation.This is a classic, beautiful book for history lovers, train lovers, and art lovers

alike.Old Penn Station is a 2007 New York Times Book Review Best Illustrated Book of the

Year and a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
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W. G. Todd, “Old Penn Station Inspires Children!. As a teacher, I had to have this book. As a

small child, one of my earliest memories is getting off the train to view the Pennsylvania

Railroad's Manhattan palace. At the time, it had less than a year to stand. I remember that I

could not stop looking up, and I knew before anything else happened that New York City was a

very special place. I didn't return to Penn Station until the 1980's, and had somehow not heard

of the great station's demise. I was heartbroken to say the least. This book brings back the

station's grandeur like none other that I have seen. The color is brought back to a place that I

have seen only black and white photographs of. The language in the text makes kids feel like

they are there. they were horrified to hear that such a beautiful building was torn down. They

were disappointed to hear what had taken its place. In a time that promotes the new and the

sensational, they now understand that some old things are worth saving. To me, it is obvious

the goal set by the author/illustrator in creating this book has most certainly been achieved. My

students will remember this book and its message.”

William C., “A remembrance of one of the world's most beautiful railway stations. Some of us

love fine railway stations. This book offers memories of the old Pennsylvania railroad station in

New York City. Beautiful, beautiful book aimed at children. Adults who love railway stations will

enjoy reading this book to kids.”

linda, “A Treasure!. I literally drank in the artwork on every page. Phenomenal drawings of Old

Penn Station. This book was a treasure.”

K9kiddie, “The pictures were beautiful.. My son loves anything train related. The pictures were

beautiful.”

Fruchstuck, “Kinds love the book !. Kids love the book !!!Beautiful drawings and well written.”

The book by William Low has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 36 people have provided feedback.
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